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**Featured review**

**Knowledgeable and patient tutor**

Jay was very knowledgeable in Calc and was very patient in explaining each problem step by step. He was very helpful and would also ask to make sure I understood the concepts before moving to the next step in the problem.

— Lillian, 9 lessons with Jay

---

**Best tutor ever!**

I had a test for linear algebra, and before our lesson, I felt completely clueless. When we met up, he had a whole lesson prepared -- lots of challenging questions and solutions -- and he these bizarre linear algebra concepts so clearly. He's also super friendly and passionate about math.

Thanks again Jay!

— Chris, 1 lesson with Jay

---

**Knowledgeable tutor**

Jay taught me Calc 2(business calc) and knew exactly what he was talking about and helped me understand certain concepts on a deeper level level. If I didn't know how to do something, he didn't make me feel bad about it. Instead, he showed me ways that I could understand much more easily.

Great tutor!

— Ramina, 1 lesson with Jay

---

**Super nice and really patient.**

Was really patient in teaching me even basic concepts. Have been really lost in the class and everything was cleared up after the tutoring session, so I would definitely recommend!

— Gemma, 4 lessons with Jay